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now, the man who originally developed sketchlist 3d, bruce nelson, is
releasing the software on a basis that will allow a full sized professional

topurchase at a price somewhere in the neighborhood of $2,500. although it is
always going to be my core tool, i’d like to point out some of my other tools
ofthe woodworking trade.that’s a full sawmill, a tablesaw, a dust collector,

sander, router, a drill press, a frame saw, and of course a lathe. what do i use
for all my woodworking? i use a router, and often the router canbe the most

distracting. it is helpful to have a router in another room whilei'm working. it’s
also easy to get distracted and get into long adwasted session while

machining. a molding jig is invaluable forgetting focused on my project. so
what’s next? well, the next sketchlist 3d version will allow you to use almost

all the features of sketchlist 3d including the board size. it willbe the ability to
open multiple projects and do multiple designs for a given project (one project
per file) while having the boards and objects specific to that project. it will also
allow the user tosee and manipulate objects in a 3d space which was missing
in this version. and it will integrate a new product that i’m working on which is

a re-edition of the original sketchlist. i’ll be releasing a beta of the new
sketchlist 3d in the next couple of weeks to the public and hopefully will have

it ready for full release in a couple of months.this will be the last major
sketchlist 3d version for a while. i’m taking a couple of months off and will be

re-entering the world as a barefoot, laptop, and looseleaf freelancer.
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SketchList 3D is easy
to use and includes
sophisticated 3-D

modeling tools that
allow you to model

just about any three-
dimensional
SketchList
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automatically
generates layouts,

spreadsheets,
drawings by

3-Dimensional
Interactive drawings.
I think this is a great

price for such a
powerful tool. This is
definitely worth the

investment. I
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downloaded
Sketchlist Pro 3D

keygen for free and
love it! With the help

of the Sketchlist
team I was able to

model my first cabin
in a week. SketchList

has opened up all
new worlds to me. I
think the product is
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fantastic. I use it
daily to sketch and

model 3-Dimensional
designs. A very good

investment. You
won't be

disappointed. Design
My Thing: 30 Day

Free Trial Design My
Thing allows you to

build just about
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anything with
Sketchlist Pro 3D

woodworking design
software.You can
model everything
from home and

offices to cabinets,
beds, and drawers
using SketchList

3D.SketchList
automatically
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generates layouts,
spreadsheets,
drawings by

3-Dimensional
houses, and other

reports essential for
production planning.
I just went from PC-

only to Mac &
Sketchlist and I'm so

happy. I used to
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work with home-
modeling software
and Sketchlist is so

much easier to use. I
will never go back! In

fact I'm looking
forward to updating
Sketchlist Pro 3D. If
you're serious about

your design
business, this is a
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must-have product.
SketchList 3D is easy
to use and includes
sophisticated 3-D

modeling, SketchList
automatically

generates layouts,
spreadsheets,
spreadsheets,
spreadsheets,

drawings. This is
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definitely worth the
investment.
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